UCCA’S
HUMANITARIAN AID
MISSION & SPECIAL
DELIVERIES

MAY 12 – 16, 2022
UCCA’s President Andriy Futey was honored to arrange a trip & accompany American celebrity cook Rachael Ray to Poland and Ukraine.
Arrival in Rzeszow Airport
Rachael & Andriy visited a local Ukrainian orphanage
And distributed toys to displaced and orphaned children
They also visited youth injured by Russia’s brutal war against Ukraine at the Children’s Clinic in Lviv.
And then I met the Mayor...

Brilliant, passionate, focused — he is building Ukraine’s future with Lviv at the heart of it.

UCCA arranged meeting with Lviv’s Mayor Andriy Sadovyi

He made me an apron!!!!

Photo courtesy of Rachael Ray Instagram account
Rachael Ray met the 1,000 life-saving IFAKs her foundation funded, which headed to the frontlines thanks to UCCA’s partners – Operation White Stork & Ukraine Friends.
World Central Kitchen

After departing Lviv, Rachael & Andriy spent a few days in Peremyshyl, Poland, volunteering to help the refugees from Ukraine, including at Jose Andres’ World Central Kitchen.
Thank you Rachael Ray!

UCCA would like to sincerely thank Rachael Ray and the Rachael Ray Foundation for their outpouring of support for Ukraine and her people and for trusting in the UCCA to help make this trip happen.
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